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After the events of Devil May Cry and Devil May Cry 2 , Sparda is no longer dead. Instead, he is demonically trapped inside his old Sparda Heirloom, a huge artifact which contains the arcana, and a descendant of Argosax, is killing monsters in one-on-one matches. Thus, Dante,
accompanied by new sidekick Vergil, travels across the world looking for the many heirlooms that Arius has taken. What emerges from them reveals a larger picture of where this leads. As a bonus, additional aspects of the storyline are revealed in bonus missions, and there are numerous

additional character roles to be filled. While the release name was changed from Devil May Cry 4 to Devil May Cry 4: Special Edition in order to better emphasize its content, some of the content was trimmed. Nero and Vergil are de-emphasized, and Dante is now the main character. Sparda
is only seen in flashbacks. Nero/Vergil now demonstrate their knowledge of "the way of the sword" by easily hacking through a series of armored guards and later evading a horde of demons after fighting more of them. Vergil then unleashes his Angelblood powers to disable an army of
demons and subsequently attack Dante with them. Devil May Cry: Special Edition was released for the PlayStation 3. Additional content is revealed after reading special mission commentaries for each mission. Additional enemies will be identified by a symbol next to the name of their

mission. At the beginning of the game, Nero is separated from his allies and must work with enemies to reach the final boss.
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the devil may cry series has continued to develop and expand ever since its inception. with each title the fan base has grown and the series has continued to expand into other mediums. devil may cry 4 has expanded the series to a new area, 3d combat, allowing for a much
more dynamic and varied experience. although the series has been around for a number of years, this is the first entry in the series to be developed and released in 3d. devil may cry 4 is certainly more than just a simple game, bringing a new depth to the title that has only

been hinted at previously. with the addition of new characters, new weapons, new enemies and a completely new setting, this entry is certainly a must have for those looking for an expansion to their existing series or for a new adventure. a new character has been introduced in
devil may cry 4, dante. dante is the son of nero and trish. nero was the hero of the first three devil may cry titles and now he is the protagonist of a new adventure. nero is now much older, a father figure to dante. dante is a wisecracking young man who loves to have fun. he is
quite a playful character, and he is portrayed as being light hearted and very much enjoying life. he is a self-proclaimed "half demon". he is also very much a product of the human world, and his demon heritage is only in his blood. he is quick to pick up skills and is very good

with his hands. he can use many of the items that nero uses, but he is quite a bit slower to use them. he can also use nero's devil breaker arm, which can be used to take on demons or to summon weapons. dante can't use nero's devil breakers, but he can borrow them to use.
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